The ablation and implosion stages of wire array z-pinches was studied using UV diagnostics at the wavelength of 266 nm. Experiments were conducted using Al cylindrical, star, and planar wire arrays at the 1 MA Zebra pulsed-power generator at UNR. UV interferometry allows direct study of electron plasma density > 10 20 cm −3
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. We measured the density structure and dynamics in the ablating wires with 2-frame UV interferometry. Faraday rotation diagnostics at the wavelength of 266 nm were developed and applied to the ablation and implosion stages in wire arrays. Comparison of Faraday images with shadowgrams and interferograms allows for the measurement of magnetic fields to reconstruct the current in the imploding plasma and non-imploded material in wire arrays. ________________________________ * Work supported by a DOE grant DE-SC0008824 and partly supported by the DOE/NNSA under UNR grant DE-FC52-06NA27616
